Novelty / Theory
"Research without theory: Questioning ingrained practices and the pursuit of novelty"

APSS 3rd Postgraduate Students Conference
26-29 September 2013
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

masterclasses by:
Prof. Mark Hobart (SOAS) - 26 Sept.
Dr. Robert Hassan (University of Melbourne) - 28 Sept.

with international graduate student presentations on:
cultural studies  sociology  humanities
anthropology    psychology  media studies
social work

...and more!

26, 27 September 2013: GH201, 10.30-17.30
28 September 2013: BC215, 10.30-17.30
29 September 2013: GH201, 10.30-12.30

This conference is supported by the Postgraduate Students Conference Grant of the Research Grants Council, Hong Kong.